
Bias Assessment and Response

Bias
Rensselaer considers any act (verbal, written, physical, or psychological) that threa
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RACIAL/ETHNIC MICROAGGRESSIONS

Examples: "When I look at you, I don't see color." 
Reason: A statement like this can deny the individual as a racial/cultural being and subtlety expresses that their lived experiences as a person of color

NATIONALITY MICROAGGRESSIONS

Examples: "No, I know where you live, but where are you REALLY from?" or "Your English is really good."
Reason: These statements can isolate a person to feel they are not welcomed nor have a place within the community they are in based solely on thei

SEXUAL/GENDER MICROAGGRESSIONS

Examples: "How do you know if you've never even been in a relationship?" or "Wow, You don't look trans!" 
Reason: These statements o�en occur with the use of assumptive or heterosexist terminology. These statements also convey that one's non-heterose
binary) are also forms of sexual or gender microaggressions. 

ABELISM MICROAGGRESSIONS

Examples: "Ugh, I can't read. I'm totally dyslexic today." or "Oh, you look so normal."
Reason: These type of statements are assuming that a disability equates to an inability to perform a task or action that people without disabilities pe
disabilities too, such as mental health illnesses. Lastly, using a real and permanent disability to portray a feeling or temporary situation is highly deme

MICROAGGRESSIONS

Subtle, verbal and non-verbal insults, indignities and denigrating messages, o�en automatically and u

committed, the impact of their statements and the unintentional connection to the institutional, interp

behavior that threatens and demeans the recipient of such a communication." (Sue, 2010). 

Below are a few examples of the varying expressions or statements made that are considered to be mi

Military or Veteran Status

Bias acts are o�en disruptive to the community and harmful to individuals or grou

code, however, may warrant discussion or education about how they a�ect other 

https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=jyzcuvgTaIMC&oi=fnd&pg=PR9&dq=sue+2010+microaggressions&ots=pzKkj91oUR&sig=juDL6g9pfLQWtAQgmGU33nODYV0#v=onepage&q=sue%202010%20microaggressions&f=false


UNCONSCIOUS BIAS

Also known as implicit bias, refers to our attitudes, perceptions and stereotypes that influence our und

stereotypes and misinformation informed by our upbringing and life experiences. Residing deep in the
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